
About Mic 
 

Mic exists to help young people make sense of a rapidly 
changing world. A premium news and media company 
built by and for the digital generation, Mic informs and 
entertains its audience with original reporting, perspective, 
and video on the issues that will define the future. Mic 
reaches more than half of all college-educated millennials 
in the U.S. and 30 million people around the world each 
month. Their sales environment is hyper competitive, 
highly considered, and collateral heavy. 
 

 
Selected Clients 
 

Mic works with world-class brands in crafting authentic 
stories that are informative and engaging for this 
generation. Here are a few clients from their impressive 
roster. 

 

Overview 
Adding Value Across the Sales Cycle 
 

From collateral organization to live presentation and follow 
up, DocSend streamlined processes and armed Mic with 
valuable data and insight to identify their most promising 
opportunities. 
 
Before DocSend, organizing and delivering collateral at 
Mic was done across several platforms that were 
disjointed, creating an unreliable process for getting the 
most up to date content to their clients in an easily 
viewable format.  
 
In the event a correction was needed, Account Directors at 
Mic had no way to update content once material was sent 
to the agency. And like most teams, they prioritized deals 
based on instinct, leveraging persistence and relationships 
without data to validate.  
 
Read on to learn how DocSend removed these challenges 
while highlighting the Mic brand through a personalized 
presentation experience that keeps the Mic logo and URL 
front-and-center. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Chelsea Holt 
Account Director 

 
 
“DocSend’s analytics and 
notifications give us a 
clear sense of which deals 
are most likely to close. 
That helps us forecast 
with much more accuracy 
than before. The visibility 
into proposal and 
presentation engagement 
is indispensable.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Innovating Sales for the Modern Media Company     CASE STUDY 
 
 
 

  
  



 
 

 
 
 

Joseph White 
Director, Revenue Ops 

 
“Being able to update a 
document after we send it 
out has been a major 
benefit. It gets rid of the 
need to send an extra 
email with a revised or 
corrected proposal. 
Before using DocSend, 
version control was a 
mess.” 

    
  

 
 

 
 
	  

DocSend links removed the requirement for agencies to use 
Google, PowerPoint or Keynote to view documents. Since 
DocSend links are lightweight, large files are sent without the 
worry that they would be ignored if opened on a mobile 
device. The DocSend document viewer is also branded for 
Mic, putting its visual identity front-and-center and keeping 
Mic’s brand at the forefront of all presentations. 
 

 
Agencies view documents in a custom branded experience 

 
Prioritizing Opportunities 
Metrics that Matter  
 
The account team at Mic juggles dozens of high value 
offerings at any given time. Ensuring that each team member 
focuses on the right deals – based on hard data – wasn’t 
possible in their workflow. While the team used email “inbox 
bumps” and weekly calls to check in, there was no way to tell 
who was actively engaged with their offer. 

Centralizing and Standardizing 
Organizing a Fast Growing Team 
 
Overview documents, case studies, and proposals existed 
across multiple systems. They resided in personal folders 
and across individual’s desktops. Keeping everyone on-
message and coordinated on the latest material was a 
manual, time-consuming process. It wasn’t uncommon for 
the team to inadvertently send collateral that had been 
updated elsewhere – but was stored just out-of-reach. 
 
DocSend’s modern document management system keeps 
Mic’s sales and marketing team on the same page. 
Marketing centralizes sales material and can now 
seamlessly and instantly update collateral across every 
seller. If an Account Director sends incorrect material, they 
can to update it through DocSend even while it sits in 
their agency’s inbox. 

 

Delivering To The Agency 
Lightw eight, Even for Heavy Files 

 

Mic provided overview documents and proposals to 
advertisers and agencies as either Keynote or PowerPoint 
files sent as attachments to email using Google Drive, or 
WeTransfer. The process was jumbled, unreliable, and 
added no value to their brand. Large files often clogged 
agency inboxes and were unreadable on mobile devices. 
WeTransfer and Google Drive don’t offer a customizable, 
branded document viewer, and even require clients to 
create accounts just to open a file. 
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With DocSend, Mic’s Account Directors used data to rank 
each deal by interest, shortening sales cycles by 
eliminating the need for “inbox bumps” and allowing 
them to follow up at the perfect moment. Conversations 
are more focused because DocSend shows exactly what 
the client spent time on while in their proposal.  
 
  ”Knowing who’s opened it, who’s downloaded it, 
and seeing what they viewed and for how long is     
really important to understanding who’s ready to 
move forward.”- Chelsea Holt, Account Director 

 

Live Presentations that Just Work 
Glitches Kill Pitches  
 
Mic presented proposals via WebEx when it needed to 
present in person, individually over the phone, or to 
remote teams over a conference call. This left the team 
susceptible to technical glitches commonly found with 
bandwidth-hogging screenshare software: 
 

• Unpredictable software updates while presenting 

• The need for attendees to download the application 

• Lag and pixelation that reduces efficacy 

• Compatibility issues across devices 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Chelsea Holt 
Account Director 

 
 
“The biggest thing is 
seeing who’s interacting 
with our proactive 
outreach. Seeing people 
come back to our 
documents over and over 
allows me to prioritize 
whom to engage at each 
moment.” 
 
 
 
 
 

DocSend’s Live Present functionality enables Account 
Directors to spin up a presentation at a moments notice in a 
branded viewing environment using Mic’s logo, URL, and a 
personal landing page for presentations.  
 
The software requires no app to download on either end, 
just an Internet connection. This means no lag, low 
bandwidth requirements; it can be viewed from any device, 
and it keeps the Mic brand in the foreground. DocSend Live 
Present is even being used as a presentation remote control 
during in-person meetings. 
 

 

Present live, anywhere, anytime from any device.	  
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